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DESCRIPTION

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a downhole tool extending in a longitudinal direction, comprising a tool housing; an arm assembly movable between a retracted position and a projected position in relation to the tool housing; an arm activation assembly for moving the arm assembly between the retracted position and the projected position, the arm activation assembly having a first end face and a second end face. Furthermore, the invention relates to a downhole system comprising the downhole tool according to the invention and an operational tool.

Background art

[0002] Downhole tools are used for operations inside boreholes of oil and gas wells. Downhole tools operate in a very harsh environment and must be able to withstand inter alia corrosive fluids, very high temperatures and pressure.

[0003] To avoid unnecessary and expensive disturbances in the production of oil and gas, the tools deployed downhole have to be reliable and easy to remove from the well in case of a breakdown. Tools are often deployed at great depths several kilometres down the well, and removing jammed tools is therefore a costly and time-consuming operation.

[0004] Well tools are often part of a larger tool string containing tools with different functionalities. A tool string may comprise both transportation tools for transporting the tool string in the well and operational tools for performing various operations downhole.

[0005] Various principles for downhole transportation tools, also denoted well tractors, e.g. known from US 6,273,189, have been developed and tested. The transportation tools are primarily used for transporting tool strings in horizontal or close to horizontal parts of the well where gravity is insufficient for driving the tool string forward.

[0006] Downhole tools are complex mechanical constructions, often with multiple functionalities, yet they have to be reliable and capable of functioning in a harsh environment. These conditions set high standards for the applied mechanical design, including the sealing quality of joints and assemblies, manufacturing processes, tolerances and materials.

[0007] The above often results in complicated constructions having e.g. vulnerable internal hydraulic piping posing many potential leaks. Therefore, a need exists for downhole tools that are relatively easy and safe to assemble and subsequently take apart during e.g. maintenance or overhaul.

Summary of the invention

[0008] It is an object of the present invention to wholly or partly overcome the above disadvantages and drawbacks of the prior art. More specifically, it is an object to provide an improved downhole tool wherein the number of components is as low as possible to reduce the need for creating joints and wherein the tool may be assembled from modules without the need for special equipment or tools.

[0009] The above objects, together with numerous other objects, advantages, and features, which will become evident from the below description, are accomplished by a solution in accordance with the present invention by a downhole tool extending in a longitudinal direction, comprising: a tool housing; an arm assembly movable between a retracted position and a projected position in relation to the tool housing; an arm activation assembly for moving the arm assembly between the retracted position and the projected position, the arm activation assembly having a first end face and a second end face; wherein the arm activation assembly comprises: a piston housing having a piston chamber extending in the longitudinal direction of the downhole tool and comprising: a first piston housing part, a second piston housing part removably connected to the first piston housing part, a piston member arranged inside the piston housing and connected with the arm assembly, the piston member being movable in the piston housing in the longitudinal direction of the downhole tool.

[0010] Hereby, a modular construction is achieved wherein preassembled modules may be arranged and joined in a tool
housing, creating an easy and safe assembly and dismantle process when performing necessary service on the tool. Such service may be performed between two runs and at the rig or vessel, and thus special safety equipment may not be present at such service work. By the present downhole tool comprising a two-part piston housing and preassembled modules, service can be done without any such special equipment.

[0011] The downhole tool according to the invention may comprise at least two arm assemblies and at least two activation assemblies.

[0012] Combining several modules in the same housing provides a simple solution to mount and dismantle the downhole tool at the rig or vessel. Furthermore, it provides a scalable downhole tool that can be tailored to the specific characteristics of the given downhole operation and thus having as many arm assemblies as required for a specific operation.

[0013] In one embodiment, the two arm assemblies may project in opposite directions from the housing.

[0014] By the arm assemblies projecting in opposite directions, the downhole tool is centralised inside the well bore or casing.

[0015] Moreover, the piston housing may comprise one or more through-going fluid channels in one or more walls of the first and/or second piston housing parts.

[0016] Hereby, the fluid channels are well protected by the solid material of the piston housing, providing a robust and reliable hydraulic system. Furthermore, no extra piping is needed in order to transport fluid from a pump to an adjacent arm activation assembly.

[0017] Also, the arm activation assembly may further comprise a spring member arranged in the piston housing, the spring member acting on the piston member to push the piston member in a first direction.

[0018] Hereby, an arm activation assembly is created wherein the spring can be inserted into the piston housing whereupon the piston housing is sealed off by the second piston housing part being connected to the first piston housing part. While connecting the first and the second piston housing parts, the spring member can be preloaded to be capable of forcing the piston in the opposite direction than the direction in which the hydraulic fluid moves the piston member. A two-part housing enclosing the spring member creates a safe and reliable construction wherein the spring is restrained and kept under control, also during service work.

[0019] Further, the piston member may comprise a first and a second piston face, wherein the spring member acts on the second face to push the piston member in a first direction and a fluid acts on the first piston face to push the piston in a second direction opposite to the first direction.

[0020] Said spring member may be preloaded.

[0021] The spring member may be a coiled spring, a gas piston or other resilient member capable of exerting a force on a surface when it has been compressed.

[0022] In addition, the spring member may be arranged inside a piston chamber in the piston housing, the piston chamber having a first end face and a second end face, and wherein the distance between the second piston face and the first end face of the piston chamber is less than a length of the spring member in a relaxed condition.

[0023] The one or more fluid channels in one arm activation assembly may be adapted for being connected with one or more fluid channels in another arm activation assembly by insertion of connectors creating a fluid-tight connection.

[0024] Hereby, a scalable system is provided wherein the hydraulic circuit is constantly modified to fit the number of modules used.

[0025] In one embodiment, two or more arm activation assemblies may be arranged in succession of each other in the longitudinal direction so that the second end face of a first activation assembly abuts the first end face of a second and subsequent arm activation assembly.

[0026] When viewed from an end of the downhole tool in the longitudinal direction, each piston member may have a cross-sectional area, and the transversal distribution of the cross-sectional area of two successive piston members may overlap when
viewed from an end of the downhole tool in the longitudinal direction.

[0027] By having the piston members arranged with overlapping cross-sectional areas, the size of the cross-sectional area of the piston members can be increased to fill up more of the available space inside the tool housing, i.e. the size of the piston face can be increased, and hereby the force exerted by the piston member increases.

[0028] The tool housing of the downhole tool according to the invention may comprise: a first tool housing part, and an activation unit removably connected with the first tool housing part, the activation unit comprising: a second tool housing part, and a closing member removably connected with the second tool housing part, wherein the second tool housing part and the closing member together constitute a fluid-tight chamber wherein the two or more arm activation assemblies are arranged.

[0029] The tool housing may further comprise a sealing member arranged between the second tool housing part and the closing member.

[0030] Further, each of the arm assemblies may pivot about an arm rotation axis, the arm rotation axis being offset from a centre axis of the downhole tool and being perpendicular to a plane comprising the centre axis.

[0031] Additionally, the arm rotation axes of two successive arm assemblies may be offset in opposite directions in relation to the centre axis of the downhole tool.

[0032] Also, the piston member may be connected with the arm assembly using a worm shaft or a rack or a pivot joint or a recess in the piston member.

[0033] The piston member may comprise a worm shaft a rack, a pivot joint or a recess.

[0034] Moreover, each of the arm assemblies may comprise a wheel an anchor device, a casing penetration means or a centraliser.

[0035] Furthermore, the arm activation assembly may comprise a crank connecting the piston member with the arm assembly.

[0036] The crank may comprise a crank arm and a crank shaft, the crank arm being connected with the piston member by the crank arm extending into the recess in the piston member and the crank shaft being connected with the arm assembly by comprising a geometry adapted to engage with a geometry of the arm assembly.

[0037] The present invention further relates to a downhole system comprising the downhole tool according to the invention and an operational tool connected with the downhole tool for being moved forward in a well or borehole. The operational tool may be a stroker tool, a key tool, a milling tool, a drilling tool, a logging tool, etc.

**Brief description of the drawings**

[0038] The invention and its many advantages will be described in more detail below with reference to the accompanying schematic drawings, which for the purpose of illustration show some non-limiting embodiments and in which

Fig. 1 shows a tool string comprising a driving unit downhole,

Fig. 2 shows for illustrative purposes a top view of part of a downhole tool with one arm assembly in a projected position and another arm assembly in a retracted position,

Fig. 3 shows a cross-sectional view of an arm activation assembly,

Fig. 4 shows a side view of part of a downhole tool with an arm assembly in a retracted position,

Fig. 5 shows a tool housing part,

Fig. 6 shows a cross-sectional view of a downhole tool across the longitudinal direction,

Fig. 7 shows a tool housing part with an arm assembly in a projected position, and

Figs. 8a and 8b show downhole tools with different arm assemblies.
All the figures are highly schematic and not necessarily to scale, and they show only those parts which are necessary in order to elucidate the invention, other parts being omitted or merely suggested.

Detailed description of the invention

Fig. 1 shows a tool string 10 comprising a downhole tool 11 suspended in a well bore or cased well. The downhole tool comprises several arm assemblies 60 projecting from the downhole tool towards the casing or side walls of the well. The arm assemblies 60 can be moved between a retracted position and a projected position. The arm assemblies may have several different functionalities and could accommodate wheels, anchor elements, centraliser devices or other devices required to be able to move between a retracted position and an extended or projected position. Thus, the downhole tool 11 may have several different functionalities according to the configuration of the arm assemblies 60. The downhole tool 11 may be used as a transportation tool wherein projecting wheels rotate to drive forward the downhole tool or tool string. The downhole tool 11 may also be used as an anchoring tool for fixing the tool string in the wall or as a centraliser device for positioning the tool string in the well bore or casing.

The downhole tool 11 extends in a longitudinal direction and comprises one or more tool housings 54 arranged end to end with their respective end faces connected with each other. The downhole tool 11 further comprises multiple arm assemblies 60 and multiple arm activation assemblies 40. In Fig. 2, two arm assemblies 60 are shown in the projected position and the retracted position, respectively, for illustrative purposes as the arm assemblies in a downhole tool according to the invention usually move in a synchronised manner wherein all the arm assemblies are either retracted or projected at the same time. In the retracted position, the arm assemblies 60 are substantially encased by the tool housing 54, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 shows the arm activation assembly 40 for moving the arm assembly 60 between the retracted position and the projected position. The arm activation assembly 40 is arranged in the tool housing 54 of the downhole tool 11 being part of the tool string 10. The arm activation assembly 40 has a first end face 401 and a second end face 402 adapted for being connected with the end faces of other arm activation assemblies. The arm activation assembly 40 comprises a piston housing 41 having a piston chamber 42 extending in the longitudinal direction of the downhole tool 11. The piston housing 41 is divided into a first piston housing part 45 and a second piston housing part 46. The first and the second piston housing parts are removable connected by means of, e.g., a bolt extending from the second end face 402 through the second piston housing part 46 and into a threaded connection with the first piston housing part 45. The piston chamber 42 of the piston housing 41 extends in the longitudinal direction into both piston housing parts. The first piston housing part 45 defines a first end face 43a of the piston chamber 42, and the second piston housing part 46 defines a second end face 43b of the piston chamber 42. Inside the piston housing 41, a piston member 47 is arranged which is movable in the longitudinal direction of the downhole tool 11. The piston member 47 is connected with the arm assembly 60 and facilitates the movement of the arm assembly back and forth between the retracted position and the projected position. The piston member 47 is moved in a first direction towards the second end face 43b by a fluid acting on a first piston surface 48. The fluid is supplied to a part of the piston chamber in front of the piston member via a fluid channel 80a, as will be described in more detail below.

The arm activation assembly 40 further comprises a spring member 44 arranged inside the piston housing 41 and acting to push the piston member 47 in a second direction opposite the first direction towards the first end face 43a of the piston chamber 42. When the piston member 47 and the spring member 44 are arranged in the piston chamber 42 inside the piston housing 41 and the first and second piston housing parts 45, 46 are connected, the spring member 44 is slightly preloaded to maintain the position of the piston in the piston chamber 42. In the design shown, the spring member 44 is a coiled spring. It is obvious to the person skilled that the coiled spring may be replaced by e.g. a gas piston or another resilient member capable of exerting a force on a surface when it has been compressed.

A fluid channel 80a is provided in the walls of the first piston housing part 45 for supplying a fluid, such as a hydraulic liquid, into the piston chamber 42. The fluid channel 80a extends from the first end face 401 of the arm activation assembly 40 and into the piston chamber 42. An additional fluid channel 80b is provided in the walls of the first piston housing part 45 for supplying fluid to other possible subsequent arm activation assemblies. The fluid channel 80b is connected with the fluid channel 80a whereby a common inlet may be provided in the first end face 401 for both fluid channels. In an alternative design, the fluid channels 80a, 80b may, however, have separate inlets in the first end face. The fluid channel 80b extends from the fluid channel 80b to a fluid channel 80c provided in the wall of the second piston housing part 46. The fluid channel 80b of the first piston housing part 45 and the fluid channel 80c of the second piston housing part 46 may be connected using a connection sleeve for
providing a fluid-tight connection. The fluid channel 80c extends from one end of the second piston housing part 46 to the second end face 402 of the arm activation assembly 40. Part of the fluid entering the fluid channel 80a is diverted into the fluid channel 80b and transferred through the first piston housing part 45 and into the fluid channel 80c in the wall of the second piston housing part 46. From the fluid channel 80c, the fluid is transferred to the fluid channel of a possible subsequent piston housing.

[0045] The arm activation assembly 40 thus comprises an integrated fluid circuit in the form of fluid channels provided in the walls of the piston housing 41. Several activation assemblies may be combined to provide a larger fluid circuit without the need for external piping connecting the individual activation assemblies. Fluid channels of successive piston houses are joined by connectors (not shown) creating fluid-tight joints.

[0046] As shown in Fig. 3, the activation assembly further comprises a crank 70 constituted by a crank arm 72 and a crank shaft 71. The crank 70 connects the piston member 47 with the arm assembly 60 converting a transverse motion to a rotation force. In an alternative design of the downhole tool, the arm assembly 60 may be directly connected with the piston member 47, i.e. the arm assembly and the piston move in the same plane. As shown in the drawings, the crank arm 72 is connected with the piston member 47 by the crank arm being arranged in a recess in the piston member. The crank arm 72 may, however, be connected to the piston member 47 in any suitable way known to the person skilled, such as by using a rack also known as a toothed rack or gear-wheel, or a worm shaft or a sliding pivot joint.

[0047] When the piston reciprocates, the crank arm 72 follows the piston member 47 and forces the crank shaft 71 to rotate in a defined angular interval. When the fluid pressure in the piston chamber 42 supersedes, the force of the spring member 44, the piston member 47 and hence a free end of the crank arm 72 move towards the second end face of the arm activation assembly 40. This in turn forces the crank shaft to rotate counter clockwise.

[0048] The crank shaft 71 is connected to an arm member 61 of the arm assembly 60. In the shown design, the crank shaft 71 comprises a toothed crank shaft pattern 73 mating with a similar pattern (not shown) in a bore in the arm member. The crank shaft 71 and the arm member hereby interlock whereby the rotation force is transferred from the crank shaft 71 to the arm member 61. In the shown design, the arm assembly 60 moves from the retracted position towards the projected position when the piston moves towards the second end face 402 of the arm activation assembly 40. Conversely, the arm assembly 60 moves towards the retracted position when the piston is pushed by the spring towards the first end surface of the arm activation assembly 40.

[0049] As shown in Fig. 6, the tool housing 54 of the downhole tool 11 comprises a first tool housing part 55 and an activation unit 500 removably connected with the first tool housing part 55. The activation unit comprises a second tool housing part 56 and a closing member 59 removably connected with the side of second tool housing part 56. The second tool housing part 56 and the closing member 59 together constitutes a fluid-tight chamber by the second tool housing part 56 comprising a cavity 57. In the shown design, the closing member is a plate-shaped element but it may be of any suitable geometry for creating a fluid-tight chamber along with the second tool housing part 56. Four arm activation assemblies 40 each moving an arm assembly 60 through the crank arm 72 are arranged in the fluid-tight chamber/cavity as shown in Fig. 5. The cavity has a geometry which substantially corresponds to the geometry of the arm activation assemblies 40, and the piston housings of the arm activation assemblies 40 are supported by a bottom surface 572 of the cavity 57.

[0050] When arranged in the second tool housing part 56, the arm activation assemblies 40 are positioned in succession of each other in the longitudinal direction so that the second end face of a previous activation assembly abuts the first end face of a subsequent arm activation assembly. Hereby, the fluid channels of successive piston housings may inter alia be interconnected as described earlier. The piston chamber 42 and hence the piston in each of the arm activation assemblies 40 are arranged offset from a centre axis 35 of the piston housing 41. This creates sufficient space for the drilling of the integrated fluid channels 80b, 80c. When the arm activation assemblies 40 are arranged in succession of each other, the offset position of the piston creates a system wherein cross-sectional areas of two successive pistons overlap each other when viewed from an end of the downhole tool as shown in Fig. 6. The dotted circular line in Fig. 6 indicates the piston member in the subsequent arm activation assembly, thereby showing the cross-sectional overlap between two pistons. In other words, the transverse distribution of one piston is not completely aligned with the transverse distribution of a neighbouring piston as would have been the case if the pistons where aligned on the same axis.

[0051] As shown in Fig. 7, when the arm activation assemblies 40 are arranged in the tool housing and the closing member 59 is mounted on the plane side of the second tool housing part 56, the crank shafts 71 of the arm activation assemblies 40 extend through the closing member 59 perpendicularly to a surface thereof. The extension of the crank shaft 71 of each arm activation assembly 40 defines an arm rotation axis 32 which is perpendicular to both the closing member 59 and a plane 310 comprising the centre axis 31 of the downhole tool. Further, the arm rotation axes are offset from the centre axis 31 of the downhole tool 11.
when seen in a direction perpendicular to the plane 310, e.g. as shown in Fig. 5. The arm activation assemblies 40 are arranged so that the crank shaft 71 of two successive arm assemblies 60 are positioned on opposite sides of the centre axis 31. Thereby the arm rotation axes of two successive arm assemblies 60 are offset in opposite directions in relation to the centre axis 31. With the alternating positions of the arm rotation axes as described above, the rotation axes of two successive arm assemblies 40 are not aligned when viewed in the longitudinal direction of the downhole tool.

[0052] As indicated by the arrows a, b in Fig. 2, the shown arm assemblies 60 project in opposite directions from the housing. In general, the downhole tool 11 is designed so that two successive arm assemblies project in opposite directions. By the arm assemblies having offset rotation axes, the possible range of the arm members to project from the tool housing is increased compared to a design utilising rotation axes aligned on a centre axis of the downhole tool. Further, the arm assemblies 60 are arranged in the centre of the tool housing 54 when viewed from the side parallel to the plane 310, as shown in Fig. 4.

[0053] By the downhole tool 11 comprising a multiplicity of projecting arm assemblies 60, each arm assembly or group of arm assemblies may be arranged to project in different projection planes like the plane 310 shown in Fig. 6. As indicated in Fig. 1, two separate groups of arm assemblies project in different planes being perpendicular to each other. As one downhole tool may comprise four groups of arm assemblies, each group may be arranged to project in a plane different from the others, e.g. each plane being displaced 45 degrees relative to the preceding plane.

[0054] In Figs. 1, 8a and 8b, the shown downhole tools comprise arm assemblies 60 having various configurations. Fig. 1 shows the downhole tool 11 embodied as a driving unit. In Fig. 8a, the arm assemblies 60 have no wheels, but instead the arm member 61 is designed with a curved free end which may be utilised when the arm assembly is part of a centralising device. In Fig. 8b the free end of the arm member is equipped with teeth of serrations which may be used in an anchor device.

[0055] As shown, the downhole tool is suspended from and powered through a wireline 9 which is connected with the tool through a top connector 13. The downhole tool 11 further comprises an electronic section having modeshift electronics 15 and control electron 16 for controlling the electricity supply before it is directed to an electrical motor 17 driving a hydraulic pump 18. The downhole tool 11 may be connected to one or more operational downhole tools 12, thereby constituting a tool string 10. Such operational tools could be a stoker tool providing an axial force in one or more strokes, a key tool opening or closing valves in the well, positioning tools such as a casing collar locator (CCL), a milling tool, a drilling tool, etc.

[0056] During assembly of the downhole tool, the multiplicity of arm activation assemblies 40 are arranged in the cavity of the second tool housing part 56. Prior to this, each piston housing 41 has been assembled by inserting the piston member 47 and the spring member 44 into the piston chamber 42, whereupon the piston housing 41 is closed by mounting the second piston housing part 46 on the first piston housing part 45. This assembly process might require the spring member to be slightly compressed, and a fixation tool is therefore sometimes required. After the piston housing 41 has been closed, the spring is secured inside and the piston housing, i.e. the arm activation assembly, can be handled safely without concern for the potential forces of the compressed spring member. The arm activation assembly 40 may thus be handled as a module or building block for assembling a downhole tool 11 according to the required specifications. The multiplicity of arm activation assemblies 40 in the cavity are arranged with the second end face 402 of a first arm activation assembly connected with the first end face 401 of a successive arm activation assembly and the integrated fluid channels are fluidly connected to provide a hydraulic circuit. When hydraulic fluid is supplied to the fluid channels of the first arm activation assembly, the hydraulic fluid is automatically supplied to the subsequent arm activation assemblies. Thus, arranging the arm activation assemblies in the cavity simultaneously completes the hydraulic circuit supplying hydraulic fluid to move the piston members inside the arm activation assemblies 60.

[0057] If an arm activation assembly 40, contrary to expectations, is malfunctioning, the structure of the downhole tool 11 makes it easy to replace the defect arm activation assembly. When the replacement or repaired arm activation assembly has been arranged in the cavity and connected with the other arm activation assemblies, it is by design connected to the hydraulic circuit. There is no need for connection of hydraulic hoses, packing of pipes, soldering, etc., to restore the hydraulic circuit.

[0058] Although the invention has been described in the above in connection with preferred embodiments of the invention, it will be evident for a person skilled in the art that several modifications are conceivable without departing from the invention as defined by the following claims.
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**Patent documents cited in the description**

- US5273189A [0005]
Patentkrav

1. Brøndværktøj (GB: “downhole tool”) (11) der strækker sig i en langsgående retnig, hvilket brøndværktøj omfatter:
   - et værktøjshus (54),
   - en armenheden (60) der kan bevæges mellem en tilbagetrukket position og en fremskudt position i forhold til værktøjshuset, og
   - en armaskiveringsenhed (40) til bevægelse af armenheden mellem den tilbagetrukne position og den fremskudte position, hvor armaskiveringsenheden er indrettet i værktøjshuset og har en første endeplade (401) og en anden endeplade (402),
   hvor armaskiveringsenheden omfatter:
   - et stempelhus (41) der har et stempelkammer (42), som strækker sig i den langsgående retnig af brøndværktøjet og omfatter:
   - en første stempelhusdel (45),
   - en anden stempelhusdel (46) der er aftageligt forbundet med den første stempelhusdel, og
   - et stempelelement (47) indrettet inden i stempelhuset og forbundet med armenheden, hvor stempelelementet er bevægeligt i stempelhuset i den langsgående retnig af brøndværktøjet,
   hvor armaskiveringsenheden endvidere omfatter et fjederelement (44) indrettet i stempelhuset, hvor fjederelementet virker på stempelelementet for at skubbe stempelelementet i en første retnig, og
   hvor brøndværktøjet omfatter mindst to armenheder og mindst to aktiveringsenheder, hvor armaskiveringsenhederne er indrettet efter hinanden i den langsgående retnig, således at en anden endeplade af en første aktiveringsenhed støder op til en første endeplade af en anden og efterfølgende armaskiveringsenhed, og én eller flere fluidkanaler i én armaskiveringsenhed er tilpasset til at være forbundet med én eller flere fluidkanaler i en anden armaskiveringsenhed ved indsættelse af forbindelsesdele, således at der dannes en fluidtæt forbindelse.

2. Brøndværktøj ifølge krav 1, hvor to armenheder fremskydes i modsatte retninger fra huset.
3. Brøndværktøj ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor stempelhuset omfatter én eller flere gennemgående fluidkanaler (80a, 80b, 80c) i én eller flere vægge af den og/eller den anden stempelhusdel.

4. Brøndværktøj ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor to eller flere armaskiveringsenheder er indrettet efter hinanden i den langsågående retning, således at den anden endeflade af en første aktiveringsenhed støder op til den første endeflade af en anden og efterfølgende armaskiveringsenhed.

5. Brøndværktøj ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor hvert stempelelement, når det ses fra en ende af brøndværktøjet i den langsågående retning, har et tværsnitsområde, og hvor den tværgående fordeling af tværsnitsområdet af to på hinanden følgende stempelelementer overlapper, set fra en ende af brøndværktøjet i den langsågående retning.

6. Brøndværktøj ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor værktojshuset omfatter:
   - en første værktojshusdel (55), og
   - en aktiveringsenhed (500) der er aftageligt forbundet med den første værktojshusdel, hvilken aktiveringsenhed omfatter:
     - en anden værktojshusdel (56), og
     - et lukkeelement (59) der er aftageligt forbundet med den anden værktojshusdel,
   hvor den anden værktojshusdel og lukkeelementet sammen udgør et fluidtæt kammer, hvor de to eller flere armaskiveringsenheder er indrettet.

7. Brøndværktøj ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor hver af armaskiveringsenhederne drejer omkring en armrotationsakse (32), hvilken armrotationsakse er forskudt fra en midterakse (31) af brøndværktøjet og er vinklet i forhold til et plan (310) omfattende midteraksen.

8. Brøndværktøj ifølge krav 7, hvor armrotationsakserne af to på hinanden følgende armenheder er forskudt i modsatte retninger i forhold til midteraksen (31) af brøndværktøjet.

9. Brøndværktøj ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor stempelelementet er forbundet med armenheden under anvendelse af en
snekkeaksel, en tandstang, et drejeled eller en fordybning (471) i stempelelementet.


11. Brøndværktøj ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor armaktiveringsenhederne omfatter en krank (70), der forbinder stempelelementet med armenheden.


13. Brøndsystem ifølge krav 12, hvor det operationelle værktøj er et cylinderværktøj (GB: ”stroker tool”), et nøgleværktøj (GB: ”key tool”), et fræsningsværktøj, et boreværktøj, et måleværktøj (GB: ”logging tool”) etc.